THE LAST SAVANNA

One of the most realistic portrayals of
Africa yet. - Yahoo Reviews With Africas
last elephants dying under the poachers
guns, Kenya rancher and former SAS
officer Ian MacAdam leads a commando
squad against them. Pursuing the poachers
through jungled mountains and searing
deserts he battles thirst, solitude, terror and
lethal animals, only to find that the
poachers have kidnapped a young
archaeologist, Rebecca Hecht, whom he
once loved and bitterly lost. McAdam
embarks upon a desperate trek to save not
only Rebecca but his own soul in an Africa
torn apart by wars, overpopulation, and the
slaughter of its last wildlife. Based on the
authors experiences pursuing elephant
poachers in the wilds of East Africa.

Mike Bond Bound has 22 ratings and 3 reviews. Doris said: I had to take a break between each in the trilogy. If you
want happy endings, stay away. If youEditorial Reviews. Review. Bond is one of thebest thriller writers, in the same
league as Gerald Seymour and FrederickForsyth. - NetGalley ReviewsBased on the authors own experiences pursuing
elephant poachers in the wilds of East Africa, The Last Savanna is an intense personal memoir of humanitys The
Audiobook (MP3 on CD) of the The Last Savanna by Mike Bond, Simon Mattacks at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping
on $25 or more!walked past the thatch-roofed sheds where several ancient Land Rovers rusted calmly on blocks in the
tallgrass, past the long stone barn with its galvanized roofAs ivory poachers are gunning down Africas last elephants,
former SAS officer Ian MacAdam leads a commando squad against them. He pursues the poachersThe Last Savanna
[Mike Bond, Simon Mattacks] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. One of the most realistic portrayals of Africa
yet. - Yahoo A special unit of soldiers in East Africa tracks down elephant poachers and searches for a female
archaeologist whos been kidnapped inTHE LAST SAVANNA. Filesize: 7.8 MB. Reviews. This pdf will be worth
buying. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am easily can20 quotes from The Last
Savanna: The breeze across the desert as the light died was so sweet she could almost drink it. The Paperback of the
THE LAST SAVANNA by Mike Bond at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!
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